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I

I am the Fire
Shining, when the world around me ceases to inspire.
The early bird watches its prey
And believes it can survive yet another day.
But the human heart when faced with trouble
Seldom helps itself or others.
It feels lost, or buried, or dead.
I inspire him and take him higher.
II

I am the Wind.
I do not let the world shape me.
I shape the world, fleeing evil with great care
Taking the tempest and the maelstrom within me
To the new land where I aspire to create
A new Home, for my children.
The winds of change are by my side
I will, by all means, survive.
III

I am the Earth.
I am a child of this soil.
Like the early bird I want to fly,
Not for joy or pleasure, but compulsion
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Because I am rooted in a troubled land.
But I spend my childhood here on this soil,
And the meadows still call my name.
My mother lived here once, and so shall I.

IV

I am the Ocean.
I don’t know whether to leave or stay.
Perhaps like the water I must shape my way
And create a Home elsewhere.
The love for my land could lead me yet
To a much Darker Day.
To survive here is neither pleasure or pain.
For us, mere survival is the name of the game.

V

I am the Rain.
I have fallen on parched lands
Sharing my stories with the people there.
But seldom am I praised in my new home;
My children and I are objects of gaze.
No matter how hard we try to acclimatize
We belong neither here nor there.
We are not the kind of rain people wish for.
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VI

I am the Mountains.
Strong in my resolve to survive and belong.
I will fight till the very end
For acceptance, kindness, and compassion
And all the rights that Human Rights can offer.
I belong here to my new Home.
My children will live better lives than me
Until death pushes us into oblivion.
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